
The heart of your  
software supply chain
Centralized, secure, and scalable repository management

 “ We implemented the new 
framework to provide 
substantial shift left 
capabilities, quality 
assessment processes, 
and a real focus on ensuring 
our open source library 
consumption was safe.” 

—Ken D’Auria 
    Director of Engineering, The Hartford

Modern software development depends  
on thousands of open source, third party,  
and in-house reusable components

Repository management is mission critical  
and must be resilient, secure and supported

Secure the early stages of your SDLC with SSO/SAML and RBAC 

Manage all of your internal and third-party binaries with ease

Development teams and systems are now  
spread around the world and in the cloud 

Have mission-critical scalability with geographic distribution  

and resilient deployments on-prem or in the cloud.

Binary repositories must support many 
languages, containers, CI/CD systems  
and security integrations

Integrate all your development tools in one place  

(Ecosystem support+CI/CD support)

Sonatype solves your challenges:

Sonatype Nexus  
Repository in Action



Sonatype is the software supply chain management company. We empower developers and security professionals with intelligent tools to innovate 

more securely at scale. Our platform addresses every element of an organization’s entire software development life cycle, including third-party 

open source code, first-party source code, infrastructure as code, and containerized code. Sonatype identifies critical security vulnerabilities 

and code quality issues and reports results directly to developers when they can most effectively fix them. This helps organizations develop 

consistently high-quality, secure software which fully meets their business needs and those of their end-customers and partners. More than 2,000 

organizations, including 70% of the Fortune 100, and 15 million software developers already rely on our tools and guidance to help them deliver and 

maintain exceptional and secure software. For more information, please visit Sonatype.com, or connect with us on Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn.

REPOSITORY MANAGEMENT

Build and distribute software fast
Build quickly and reliably

Publish and cache components in a central repository 

that connects natively to all popular package managers.

DevOps with ease
Control the lifecycle of staged builds and custom 

metadata directly from your CI/CD server.

Scale without worry
Handle global workloads with dynamic storage, cleanup 

policies, and multi-node resiliency.

OPEN SOURCE RISK MANAGEMENT

Secure your software supply chain

Flexible security
Control access to your components with single sign-on 

(SSO), role-based access controls, and full auditability.

Assess open source risk
Centralize your consumption of open source to gain 

insight into the risk in your software supply chain.

Block malicious components
Add Sonatype Repository Firewall to stop OSS risk from 

entering your SDLC using next-generation behavioral 

analysis and automated policy enforcement.


